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Case Study 
Ralph Lauren
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ZMS x Ralph Lauren 
Shift Brand Perception

The Challenge
Ralph Lauren is proudly built on its American heritage and wants 
to make this relevant for a European audience. Creating a strong 
connection to the original foundation the brand has been built on 
by Ralph Lauren himself and put focus on the most iconic product, 
the Polo Shirt.

• Reach new and younger customers under 35 
to engage with the brand and the Polo Shirt

• Enhance brand awareness and engagement 
for Polo Ralph Lauren in 10 European markets.

• Improve brand health and market share in 
specific categories and overall
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Reaching new and younger 
customers through an 
inspiring user journey!

The Solution
Taking inspiration from Ralph Lauren himself, who infused the 
brand with the spirit of chasing your dreams with passion, drive 
and hunger, the campaign was centered around European talents 
who exhibited these exact same qualities.

• In order to reach new and younger customers, 
ZMS created a combination of onsite and 
offsite channels along an inspiring user journey 
featuring stories of carefully selected local 
talents from the two core markets, Germany 
and France 
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• Creative Strategy: The campaign focused on a total 
of 4 French and German talents across arts and 
music and highlighted how their dedication to their 
passion enabled them to achieve their current 
success.

• User Journey: Custom landing page, allowing easy to 
consume exclusively produced content. The user 
journey featured mixed gender assets.

• Media: Creating high reach by using high awareness 
formats and placements along the funnel. In addition 
a Category Takeover where Polo Short Category has 
been fully owned by Polo Ralph Lauren over a period 
of 3 days. 

European talents with passion, 
drive and hunger for art and 
music
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Seamlessly connected
 360° experience

In-Cat Ad AppCarousel Ad + Carousel Video

Category Take Over Social Media
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• Over 100% growth on overall brand item sold, polo 

shirts in particular

• Category Takeover led to significant increase in 

visibility and sales generated 

• The campaign resulted in a 50% increase of brand 

searches during campaign run and a significant 

increase for specific keywords

Ad Impressions
*(Paid + Organic)

100M
Unique Users 
+11.7M

Successfully making the brand 
relevant for a European 
audience

Increase in 
PDP views

+50%

Get in touch with us: zms@zalando.de
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